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Schedule Changes – Schedule changes for 2nd Semester will close

January 14, 2021 @ 3pm. Third term begins January 20, 2021.
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Resilience in Children & Teens – Resilience is defined as “the capacity to
recover quickly from difficulties.” Please see the attached flyer to review 10 tips
to help your children and teens to build resilience.
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Help Us Feed Hungry Kids – Did you know that over 17,000 kids in Davis
County don’t know where their next meal is coming from? Please see the
attached flyer for more details to see how you can help!
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Davis Education Foundation Junior High Sub-for-Santa – This holiday

season, warm a child’s heart by making their holidays merry and bright! Shop
before Monday, December 7. Please copy and paste the following link into your
browser and follow the directions to make a donation!

Need help with
your homework?
Come to Knight
Discovery!!
Knight Discovery
is held every
Tuesday,
Wednesday, &
Thursday from
3:15-4:15 pm. In
the Media Center.

Thank you for your help and support of our students!!
www.daviseducationfoundation.org/amazon
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• Dates • to • Remember •
December 10 – Parent Teacher Conferences 3:30-7:00pm
December 21 January 1 – Winter Break

Wishing you a wonderful holiday season!!

If you have any questions
or are in need of any
assistance, please feel
free to contact the KJH
Counseling Center @
801-402-7207.
• Mr. Brown (A-G)
• Ms. VanDyke (H-O)
• Mrs. Erickson (P-Z)

10 Tips for Building Resilience in Children and Teens

1. Make connections
Teach your child the importance of engaging and connecting with their peers, including the skill of
empathy and listening to others. Find ways to help children foster connectivity by suggesting they
connect to peers in-person or through phone, video chats, and texts. It’s also important to build a strong
family network. Connecting with others provides social support and strengthens resilience.
2. Help your child by having them help others
Children who may feel helpless can feel empowered by helping others. Engage your child in ageappropriate volunteer work or ask for assistance yourself with tasks that they can master. At school,
brainstorm with children about ways they can help others in their class or in grades below.
3. Maintain a daily routine
Sticking to a routine can be comforting to children, especially younger children who crave structure in
their lives. Work with your child to develop a routine, and highlight times that are for school work and
play. Particularly during times of distress or transition, you might need to be flexible with some routines.
At the same time, schedules and consistency are important to maintain.
4. Take a break
While some anxiety can motivate us to take positive action, we also need to validate all feelings. Teach
your child how to focus on something that they can control or can act on. Help by challenging unrealistic
thinking by asking them to examine the chances of the worst case scenario and what they might tell a
friend who has those worries. Be aware of what your child is exposed to that can be troubling, whether
it’s through the news, online, or overheard conversations. Although schools are being held accountable
for performance or required to provide certain instruction, build in unstructured time during the school
day to allow children to be creative.
5. Teach your child self-care
Teach your child the importance of basic self-care. This may be making more time to eat properly,
exercise, and get sufficient sleep. Make sure your child has time to have fun, and participate in activities
they enjoy. Caring for oneself and even having fun will help children stay balanced and better deal with
stressful times.
6. Move toward your goals
Teach your child to set reasonable goals and help them to move toward them one step at a time.
Establishing goals will help children focus on a specific task and can help build the resilience to move
forward in the face of challenges. At school, break down large assignments into small, achievable goals
for younger children, and for older children, acknowledge accomplishments on the way to larger goals.
7. Nurture a positive self-view
Help your child remember ways they have successfully handled hardships in the past and help them
understand that these past challenges help build the strength to handle future challenges. Help your
child learn to trust themselves to solve problems and make appropriate decisions. At school, help
children see how their individual accomplishments contribute to the wellbeing of the class as a whole.
8. Keep things in perspective and maintain a hopeful outlook
Even when your child is facing very painful events, help them look at the situation in a broader context
and keep a long-term perspective. Although your child may be too young to consider a long-term look
on their own, help them see that there is a future beyond the current situation and that the future can be
good. An optimistic and positive outlook can enable children to see the good things in life and keep
going even in the hardest times. In school, use history to show that life moves forward after bad events,
and the worst things are specific and temporary.
9. Look for opportunities for self-discovery
Tough times are often when children learn the most about themselves. Help your child take a look at
how whatever they’re facing can teach them “what am I made of.” At school, consider leading
discussions of what each student has learned after facing a tough situation.
10. Accept change
Change often can be scary for children and teens. Help your child see that change is part of life and
new goals can replace goals that have become unattainable. It is important to examine what is going
well, and to have a plan of action for what is not going well. In school, point out how students have
changed as they moved up in grade levels and discuss how that change has had an impact on the
students.
American Psychological Association (Resilience Guide for Parents and Teachers)

